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Samar Name Meaning in Urdu - Samar meaning Ø«Ù…
Ø±, â€¦
hamariweb.com › Names › Muslim
Samar Name Meaning In Urdu & English. Samar is a Muslim baby Boy name, it is an
Arabic originated name. Samar name meaning is Evening Conversation and the lucky
number associated with Samar is 2. Find all the relevant details about the Samar
Meaning, Origin, Lucky Number and Religion from this page.
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Related names: Samer, Samra
Meaning: "Battlefield Commander", "Evening conversations", "War"

Gender: male
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Meaning, Origin, Lucky Number and Religion from this page.

Samar Urdu Meaning | Ø«Ù…Ø±
www.englishintourdudictionary.com/samar.html
Englishintourdudictionary.com is first online english to urdu dictionary on the web that
offers free english to urdu dictionary services to help students and other people in â€¦

Samar Name Meaning in Urdu - Samar meaning Ø³Ù…
Ø±, â€¦
www.hamariweb.com › Names › Muslim
Samar Name Meanings in Urdu - Find Arabic Boys & Girls Names with meanings in
Urdu & english, Samar meaning and definition with Lucky Number of Samar.
Hamariweb.com a Best place to find your accurate name meanings.

Samar - Islamic Name Meaning - Baby Names for
Muslims
quranicnames.com/samar
Meaning of Samar Samar, pronounced similar to the English word â€œsummerâ€�, is an
indirect Quranic name for girls that means â€œconversation during the nights of the
desertâ€�, â€œnightâ€� and â€œthe darkness of the nightâ€�.

Samar Name Meaning in Urdu - Ø«Ù…Ø± - Samar
Muslim â€¦
https://www.urdupoint.com/names/boys/samar-name-urdu/396.html
Urdu names and meanings, Urdu name dictionary of Samar, and other Boy names. Urdu
names meaning dictionary for Muslim boys, and Muslim girls, Urdu baby name like
Samar and others. A complete Urdu names dictionary, a complete Arabic and Islamic
name encyclopedia for new born babies.

Samar Muslim Boy Name Meaning - urdupoint.com
https://www.urdupoint.com/islamic-names/samar-name-meaning-in...
Islamic Name Samar meaning and description, Muslim Boy Name Samar meaning
including religion, language, lucky number and history and detail in English, Arabic, Urdu

What is the meaning of this Urdu word, 'Samar'? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-meaning-of-this-Urdu-word-Samar
The Urdu word Samar has two spellings and meaning is also different. The Urdu word
Samar Ø«Ù…Ø± with Ø« is Arabic word pronounced as Thamar and it means
â€œfruitâ€�. The Urdu word Samar Ø³Ù…Ø± with Ø³ is also Arabic word it means
â€œstorytellerâ€�.

Islamic Name Samar Meanings in Urdu - Muslim Boy â€¦
www.muslimkidnames.com/name/Samar
Names with Similar Meanings: Samar, Fruit, Outcome. Thamar, Fruit, Outcome ;
Summar, Fruit, Gifts ; Sumra, Fruit, summer fruit ; Similar Sounding Names: Ahmar, â€¦

Samar (name) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samar_(name)
Samar is a Hindu boy name meaning Battlefield Commander originates from an ancient
manuscript, Samarangana Sutradhara detailing techniques of warfare and ancient Hindu
aeronautics, composed in Sanskrit by King Bhoja in the 11th Century A.D.

People with the ... · People with the ... · Places with the ...

What is the urdu meaning of Samar - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › India › India Language and Culture › Urdu
the word urdu is from the ancient language urdu and translates into English as litraly
urdu urdu is a Turkish word which means army in urdu its LASHKR

Meaning of shajar | Rekhta - Urdu Poetry, Urdu Shayari
â€¦
https://rekhta.org/urdudictionary?keyword=shajar
An Urdu magazine introducing world literature in the form of a new discourse mir taqi mir :
miriyaat Read through the complete and ultimate collection of Urdu poetry by the â€¦
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